How to come to Tuebingen (2004)

Tickets need to be paid in cash, cheques or credit cards are not accepted

**By Bus from Stuttgart airport (simple and cheap)**

**Arrival on Monday to Saturday before 19.00**

Take Bus No. 828 at the Airport. From Monday to Friday there is one every hour, at 7.36, 8.36 always 36 Minutes past the hour until 19.36, on Saturday one every two hours, at 7.21, 9.21, until 19.21. The ticket costs approx. € 5,- (one way) to pay on the bus

Stops in Tuebingen-Lustnau, Stuttgarter Straße (Hotels Adler, Alte Krone, Venezia) at 8.16, 9.16,... 20.16
Tuebingen Pauline-Krone-Heim (Hotels Barbarina, Kuerner) at 8.20,9.20.... 20.20
Tuebingen Omnibusbahnhof (Bus station) (Hotels Stadt Tuebingen, Domizil, Krone, Hospiz, Am Schloss, Metropol, Gästehaus An der Steinlach)

For the other Hotels: Omnibusbahnhof then take a taxi or city bus (new ticket) to your hotel

**Arrival later in the evening on sundays, or on public holidays:**

Go to the “S-Bahn station” (Stuttgart suburb train), buy a “Kombi Ticket” to Tuebingen, costs approx. € 6
Take S-Bahn No. 2 or 3 direction Stuttgart city, leave the train two stations (six minutes) later at Leinfelden
In front of the station take Bus No. 826 to Tuebingen. There is each at 20.14, 21.44, 22.39 arrival in Tuebingen about one hour later. Then take a taxi or a bus to your hotel.
On sundays an public holidays the busses from Leinfelden to Tuebingen run at: 06.52, 08.22, 09.22, 10.22....every hour 22 minutes past the full hour till 22.22, the last one 00.22

**By taxi (Comfortable and expensive)**

The Taxi from Stuttgart Airport costs about € 45,-- for one car, Please call in Germany 07071/ 920 555

**From Frankfurt airport (By train only)**

Buy a ticket to Tuebingen at the “DB-Schalter” (German Railway)
Change the trains a few times, If you take a fast train (IC or ICE, which is more expensive) you change at Mainz or Mannheim (depends on the train)
In every case you change at Stuttgart Hauptbahnhof (main station) to take the train to Tuebingen (at least every hour 7.22 8.22 ...23.22, arrival in Tuebingen one hour later
It takes about 2,5 to 3 hours for the whole trip

**From München (Munich) airport**

Buy a ticket to Tuebingen at the “DB Schalter” (German Railway)
Take the “S-Bahn” to München Pasing and change
When you take an “IR” (Interregio) train, change at Plochingen
When you take an IC or ICE train change at Stuttgart Hauptbahnhof
It takes about four hours for the whole trip.

You can check all times at the internet at [www.efa-bw.de](http://www.efa-bw.de)

Choose the english version

The names of the stops are still in german please type flughafen (=airport ) and hbf (for main station in Tuebingen)